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JAR Events 

Animal Adoption Days 

May 2012 

@ Papa’s Bierstube 

3338 Hongmei Lu , Puxi  

(Sunday, May 6th, 2012) 

 

@ The Cool Docks 

505 Zhongshan Nan Lu, near 

Xinmatou Jie 

(Sunday, May 13th, 2012) 

 
(Sunday, April 8th, 2012) 

 
 

 

The Shanghai  

Dog Fair  

@ O’Malleys 

 May 12
th

, 2012,  

9am – 4pm 
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Jaiya’s Animal Rescue Newsletter    

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Wordpress has been 

blocked in China again. 

To be able to read our 

Blog or download our 

forms please use a VPN 

such as: 

http://www.vtunnel.com 

 

Spring has arrived! 

We are issuing this newsletter regularly 

in order to let you know about the 

developments of JAR activities and 

our lovely pets. 

Spring is already here … and with 

Spring JAR will receive a major influx of  

abandoned newborns. You might see 

them in the streets and parks all 

around the city. Please do not forget 

to use our guideline to rescue a stray 

animal when you encounter an 

animal in need for help. 

 

 

 
 

 
All the best from JAR 

Pick a pet from JAR - JAR animals featured on Shanghai Daily 

 

http://shanghaiist.com/2010/08/18/ask_shanghaiist_what_should_you_do.php
http://shanghaiist.com/2010/08/18/ask_shanghaiist_what_should_you_do.php
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Woman fends off authorities to keep pet pig 
Author:  Dong Zhen, 2012-3-16, Shanghai Daily, page B11 

A charming story about a woman and her hefty pet 

pig in Shanghai has turned the spotlight onto the 

lack of regulations about exotic pets. 

An office worker surnamed Hua said she had to be 

persistent in dealings with urban law enforcement 

officials to keep her one-year-old pet pig Kuma from 

being "dealt with." 

Despite the pressure to hand over the pig, Hua said: 

"Kuma is already a dear friend and part of the family 

now ... I would try everything possible to protect it." 

She and Kuma, who weighs 25 kilograms, shot to 

fame late last month after people uploaded photos 

online of Hua walking the pig near their downtown 

home. The pig with a pink nose and a small patch of 

black skin around the middle of its forehead and tail 

became an online star with many posters expressing 

envious comments about the adorable animal. 

The photos attracted media attention and the story 

was widely reported in the city. Hua told a local 

media outlet that the pig had arrived out of a 

"lovely mistake." 

She said she bought it online from an out-of-town 

pet pig breeder for 500 yuan (US$78) in May 2011. 

The seller had said Kuma, named after Hua's favorite 

cartoon character, was a special mini-sized pig 

species, good for keeping in the home. But this was 

either a lie or a mistake. After Hua received the pig, 

Kuma gained weight quickly. Its size caused a 

"sweet pain" for Hua given that she shares a 

medium-sized apartment with her parents. 

Neighbors said Kuma was mild in character and that 

Hua was responsible in keeping it clean and odor 

free. 

Pigs can make wonderful pets as they are known to 

be intelligent, easily trained, curious, affectionate, 

playful, clean, quiet, odor free, and usually non-

allergenic. 

However, they are also head-strong and sensitive. 

Without appropriate stimulation they can become 

bored and possibly destructive or aggressive. They 

also love to eat. Pigs can learn to open the fridge 

and cupboards to find food. 

"Kuma is so smart and has such a great sense of 

scent that it even picked up money on the street," 

Hua was quoted as saying. "Once I took Kuma for a 

walk and at one point it rubbed on the ground and 

stopped. I was so surprised to find the pig with a 50 

yuan banknote in its mouth. It didn't even chew it." 

Hua added that on another occasion Kuma picked 

up a 20 yuan banknote. 

A Chinese proverb states "fame portends trouble for 

men just as fattening does for pigs." In Kuma's case, 

fame proved to be a bigger cause for concern as 

exposure online and in local newspapers generated 

the attention of the district Urban Management 

Team, a law enforcement agency responsible for 

overseeing public sanitation, and the neighborhood 

committee. 

They told Hua "the pig is illegal" and urged the family 

to give it up "to be dealt with." 

In the following week, Hua stopped walking the pig 

in the neighborhood, ordered diapers and also had 

it vaccinated at pet clinics, according to her 

microblog. 

She argued that she combed through all regulations 

but found nothing illegal about a pet pig. 

She said she was willing to pay any licensing fee and 

complete all legal procedures but she couldn't find 

any to comply with. 

"Kuma arrived during the most difficult period of my 

life and helped me recover and pick myself up," Hua 

said on her microblog. "It has been a great mental 

comfort and source of happiness for me." 

After being given a deadline by the neighborhood 

community office to hand over the pig, she wrote: "I 

am only trying to save Kuma from the ordinary fate 

of a pig but it's so difficult." 

The suspense ended with a seemingly happy ending 

as Hua pledged to the neighborhood committee 

that they would minimize walking times and the 

animal would only excrete in designated spots and 

create no sanitation trouble in the community. 

Hua has since refused media follow-up interviews, 

apparently out of concern that more publicity will 

create another crisis. 

The Urban Management Team said there are no 

laws to regulate exotic pets such as lizards, rats, 

squirrels and pigs. Thus they can only intervene when 

such animals pose a sanitation problem or safety risk 

to the public. 

Meanwhile, the public is concerned that exotic pets 

may spread diseases and be unsanitary. All sides feel 

the government needs to enact laws to regulate 

licensing and vaccinations of such animals. 

Without such laws, owners of unusual pets face the 

risk of their animal being seized. 

In Kuma's case, authorities argued the pig could 

spread rabies as Hua had posted pictures online of a 

dog bite the animal sustained on one walk. 

Further showing the lack of laws about household 

pets, the city regulates licensing, vaccinations and 

other requirements for pet dogs, but not for cats. 

However, cats don't cause concern among the 

public as they have long been accepted as a "safe" 

pet by Chinese communities. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

was taken in by the rescuers, 

however, they are now looking for a 

permanent home for her.,  

Can you provide a forever loving 
home to Perry or  Baby ? 

 

Perry (top) and Baby (bottom) 

Perry (male cat) 

D.O.B.: April 1, 2008 

Health: dewormed, deflead, 

vaccinated, neutered 

Perry was rescued as a kitten in distress 

from the busy Middle Ring Road. He was 

adopted, however, his new owner 

relocated from Shanghai to another 

country and sadly had to leave Perry 

behind. He is a lovely and friendly cat 

that loves to be cuddled and brushed. 

While other cats may enjoy the 

company of other felines or even 

canines, Perry definitely does not. He will 

make a great pet for someone looking 

for a single, social and lovely cat with 

different coloured eyes! 

 

Baby (female dog) 

D.O.B.: 2008 

Health: Spayed, vaccinated, dewormed 

& deflead 

Baby was luckily rescued in the park. She 

Page 1 

Other pets that urgently 

need a home include: 

Hui Bao Bao (dog) 

Prince (cat) 

Mao Mao (dog) 

Snow (cat) 

Nan Nan (dog) 

Pearl (cat) 

Adopt a dog, cat or rabbit! 

 

 

What does it cost to adopt an 
animal from JAR? 

One of the most common questions we are 

asked is "How much does it cost to adopt an 

animal from JAR?" 

Our response is this: 

 There is no fixed price on any animal that is up 

for adoption. It is up to the discretion of the 

adopters if they would like to make a donation. 

However, with the growing increase of rescued 

animals and expenses an amount of at least 

300 RMB given to the group when adopting an 

animal from us is greatly appreciated. 

Please note that JAR is a non-profit animal 

rescue group. We rely on donations from kind 

hearted individuals which are then in turn used 

for food, vaccinations, grooming, de-worming, 

defleaing, de-sexing, and transportation. 

Your understanding and support is much 

appreciated by the group and the animals. 
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Jaiya’s Animal Rescue (JAR) 

Website: 
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com 

Blog: 
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com 

JAR on Weibo: 
http://weibo.com/1470324824 

JAR: on Taobao: 
http://shop33092053.taobao.com 

中文博客：
http://blog.sina.com.cn/huihuilovedogs 

JAR on Shanghaistuff: 
http://www.shanghaistuff.com/group/j

aiyas-animal-rescue 

http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6536743
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/7329663
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/album/312351
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/album/312361
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/3963441
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/4434841
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/2342251
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/4418611#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/5489821
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/4215971#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com/
http://weibo.com/1470324824
http://shop33092053.taobao.com/
http://blog.sina.com.cn/huihuilovedogs
http://www.shanghaistuff.com/group/jaiyas-animal-rescue
http://www.shanghaistuff.com/group/jaiyas-animal-rescue
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Pet biscuits: SAS Animal Rescue Group 

SAS Animal Rescue Group is 

developing a raising fund campaign by 

selling pet cookies. Please see 
Pet Biscuit Order Form / Order Pet Biscuits! 

Dress your pooch: 

PETKEEPER charity sale 

Lovebox Storage 

Doggy House 

Buddy Dog 

El Mexicano Restaurant 

Eagle Valley Veterinary Centre 
Josie Chen Range 

For our TNR & ABC Program we need the help 

of people / companies that could be willing to 

provide us with the sponsorship / funding 

necessary to buy cat traps for our program. 

Below you can see the information on the Cat 

Traps needed: 

HW-30D 

ACES Humane Cat Trap w/ rear door 

30"x 9"x11". 

Guaranteed against animal damage for 3 

years. 

Price: US $55.00 

If you can help us, please send us an e-mail. 

shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

Thank you! 

 

 

 

As a nonprofit organization, we rely solely on contributions, grants and fundraising for the 

precious money needed to continue our mission. There are several ongoing JAR 

fundraising activities. Check them out below. 

 

Thank you 

for your 

support ! 

Donations needed for TNR Program 

A
 J

A
R

 f
o

r 
J
A

R
 

We are pleased to have new JAR T-Shirts and hoodies on 

sale for donation purposes at our Animal Adoption Days. 

Please come and support us by purchasing one. 

The t-shirts will be available on Taobao and other website 

outlets very soon! 

   

New JAR Shirts on sale 

http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/ar-order-form.doc
http://www.loveboxstorage.com/
http://www.paradisekennel.com.cn/getapet.asp
http://www.buddydog.net/
http://www.elmexicano.com.cn/
http://www.eaglevalleyvet.com/
http://www.josiechenrange.co.uk/josiechen/zh-hans/
https://www.animal-care.com/index.cfm/id/10/category/151/secondary/314/Traps-Baits
mailto:shanghaidogs@gmail.com


Adoptable Pets and their Stories 

 

 
Da Huang 

 

 
Persio & Candido 

 

 
Xiao Bai 

 

 
Mary 

 

 
Lula 

 

 
Ginger 

 

 

  

Good to know: JAR guides on the internet 

JAR has created a webpage to collate and accumulate JAR 

guides for people to have general information on vaccinations, 

cat behavior, dog care etc. To read our guides click here   

Don’t forget that Wordpress has been blocked and you will need 

to use a VPN like vtunnel.com to access our guides! 

 

 

http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/5160401
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/7203643
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/1623311
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/6542663
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9173353
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/1446871
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com/information/jar-guides/


 

 

 

 

Sponsors & Friends: 

 

 

Special thanks to: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JAR wants to thank to the following 

individuals/establishments for their 

valuable help: 

Buddy Dog 
Doggy House 

SUIS 
BARK 
W&Pets 

Shanghai American School 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CF - 1500 

500 RMB - Annemarie 

700 RMB - Wondercenter (JAR 4 JAR) 

1205 RMB - Bake sale (JAR 3rd 

Anniversary) 

500 RMB - Danielle Gentille 

969 RMB (Buddy Dog) - donation box 

1000 RMB - Holger (Sponsor) 

3 x Cat Traps (ACES) & Joy Gao 

Josie Chen Range - 626 RMB 

Linda Levejre - 500 RMB 

640 RMB - The Wonder Center School 

(JAR 4 JAR) 

11000 RMB - SAS ES Night 

480 RMB - Transport 

1100 RMB - Rescuers 

1000 RMB - Rescuer (Vivian) 

500 RMB - Benny boarding at Buddy 

300 RMB - JAR Birthday Cake 

200 RMB - JAR Logo stickers 

100 RMB - Business cards 

1000 RMB - Sweatshirts 

1205 + 969 RMB - Liga boarding 

500 RMB - Rescuer for Simone's cat 

467 RMB - Xiao Bei (cat) boarding 

400 RMB - Crates for rabbits 

506 RMB - Gatee (Rabbit) 

Neuter/Boarding 

500 RMB - Rescuer (Simone) 

500 RMB - Buddy Dog 

1086 RMB - White dog (Mitra's rescue) 

870 RMB - Tia boarding/spaying 

200 RMB - JAR logo stickers 

300 RMB - Doggy House pet supplies 

1000 RMB - SAS Reserve funds 

3000 RMB - Mimi & 4x kittens 

1000 RMB - Funplus Vet fees 

http://shanghaiist.com/
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://www.saschina.org
http://www.cityweekend.com.cn
http://peidibrand.company.weiku.com/
http://www.healthguardpet.com/
http://www.buddydog.net
http://www.actasia.org/
http://www.dulwich-shanghai.cn/
http://www.shanghaiexpat.com
http://www.coucoupet.com
http://www.barkshanghai.com
http://shanghaiist.com/
http://www.hola-china.com/
http://www.lafongstyle.com/
http://www.bikearoundshanghai.com
http://www.touchmedia.cn/
http://www.petinshanghai.com/
http://www.people4chineseanimals.org/
http://www.wiss.cn
http://www.enjoyshanghai.com
http://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/
http://www.timeoutcn.com/
http://www.seashanghai.org/
http://www.papas-bierstube.com/
http://www.thecooldocks.com
http://www.communitycenter.cn/
http://advanceddentalsolutions.cn/drsherry/index.html
http://www.josiechenrange.co.uk/josiechen/zh-hans/
http://www.eaglevalleyvet.com
http://www.hopsmagazine.com/
http://shop33140895.taobao.com/
http://www.crownrelo.com/
http://www.elmexicano.com.cn/


 

  

 

To my surprise (being it a working day due to Qingming Festival), a lot of people came by and had fun 

with the plentiful of animals that came. The beautiful weather helped as foot traffic increased throughout 

the day… 

Thank you for all the families that adopted our animals. A total of 6 dogs, 1 fostered and with 2 potential 

adoptions ahead! 

Many thanks to the 6 supportive Grade 5 boys from SUIS (Shanghai United International School) for 

walking and playing with the dogs and for supporting our cause….good luck to their exhibition (more 

info to follow), Cherry who kindly donated dog food, staff from W&PETS who volunteered and helped out 

at our stall and lastly to our dedicated volunteers! 

Wishing everyone a Happy Easter and Happy Qingming too!                   

See you next week at Cool Docks….hoping the holidaymakers are back to adopt animals!! 

Marvin – Founder            

Mimi and her newborns 

 
Mimi has had her kittens this morning (26th March) – 

5 cute ones! 

She is currently staying at a fostercarer’s home 

where they will be monitored and kept warm and 

safe. 

We will be looking for permanent/foster homes for 

these cutey pies….so if you are interested and 

would like to reserve one, please let me know! 

 

Thank you! 

 
 shanghaidogs@gmail.com 
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http://www.suis.com.cn/
http://www.willspet.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?about=
http://jarshanghai.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/album.php?aid
http://weibo.com/1470324824
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Meet Felix 
 

Gender:  male 

DOB: 1+ year old 

 

We rescued him about 6 months ago, found him as 

a stray on the street, he was very skinny and 

exhausted, skin/ fur in bad condition (ringworm 

and other diseases). – Meanwhile, he fully 

recovered, neutered, spayed, deflead, dewormed 

etc. by Eagly Valley Vet. 

He lives at our office (not a long-term option). Not 

shy at all, loves to hang out with people, attacks 

our visitors (in a fun way) – a very playful and 

cuddly cat. 

 

Please send an email to shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

if you can help! 

 

 

 

Please help end the slaughter of cats and 

dogs in China (Time-sensitive petition) 

 
Dear friends, 

 I have been helping various animal rescues and 

protection groups in China in the past years over the 

internet, and on behalf of my animal advocates 

inside and outside of China.  

I urge you help our cause with saving the cats and 

dogs there by helping our campaign for Mr. Len 

Brown, the Mayor of Auckland, to deliver a letter 

alerting the Government to the situation when he 

visits Guangzhou China on the 24th of April. With 

Guangzhou being the Sister City of Auckland, I 

believe that this is an important issue that we must 

address. 

Please sign and spread the petition below to your 

contacts for our suffering cats and dogs. 

 Many thanks Paola for set the petition for us. 

 Best wishes, 

Joy Gao in Auckland, New Zealand 

China Overseas Animal Caring Union 

Joy Gao  金椒妈 海外侨胞关爱动物联盟 

 

 LINK: 

 Help end the slaughter of cats and dogs in China 

(Time-sensitive petition) 

http://careforchineseanimals.net/2012/04/05/new-

petition-for-chinese-animals/ 

 

 China: stop cat and dog slaughter – more than 

1000 people signed 

http://www.thepetitionsite.com/687/802/636/china-

stop-cat-and-dog-slaughter/ 

 

 

 

http://careforchineseanimals.net/2012/04/05/new-petition-for-chinese-animals/
http://careforchineseanimals.net/2012/04/05/new-petition-for-chinese-animals/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/687/802/636/china-stop-cat-and-dog-slaughter/
http://www.thepetitionsite.com/687/802/636/china-stop-cat-and-dog-slaughter/


  

Rescued dog looking for a home 

 

A few month ago we first saw him, my daughter 

came home and told me there is a dog in the 

compound with a collar. So we went and asked 

about him. The guards told us he belonged to a 

real estate agent nearby, so we did nothing. 

We saw him once in a while always alone. Till the 

winter came, we started to see him more, each 

time he saw us he came to us and accompanied 

us right next to the apartment main entrance and 

then didn’t dare to get closer and waited and 

watched us, as if he knew he should’t be seen 

there! 

Last week we were returning to Shanghai from a 

short trip, it was very cold and rainy, we saw him 

again, he was soaked in water and seemed 

hopeless, at that time we decided to do 

something for the dog, he was abandoned by his 

owner, if he had any real one. As I believe no 

owner would leave his dog in such a bad 

condition. That is when I asked help from Jaiya’s 

Animal welfare group. 

My daughter went to find him and came back 

with the dog in her arms. He was shy and calm. 

With the help of JAR, I took him to pet hospital for 

checkup and vaccinations……………………. 

** We are now looking for a permanent/foster 

home for him. He is approx a year old, male, first 

course of vaccinations, dewormed/deflead and 

will be neutered soon ** 
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We received queries for the following animals 

looking for a new home. 
Can you help? Please contact us shanghaidogs@gmail.com 

Juggi needs help to live in the UK 

 

Dear All, 

I want you to meet Juggy. 

He is now 8 months old but from such ayoung age, 

this chap has had nothing but bad luck when it 

comes to finding a home. 

I as most of you know, am obsessed with rescuing 

animals….my parents have already told me that 

each time I go to China, I come back with a dog . I 

devote time into finding these animals forever homes 

and for the most part, it’s worked out perfectly with 

thanks to JAR. 

For Juggy, it’s not been so straightforward. I have had 

tried my hardest to save this one as he has been re-

homed a few times and now is in kennels. I have 

rushed around like a headless chicken trying to get his 

paperwork sorted and a great friend even carried the 

test samples on a flight to London for me to speed up 

the process and cut a huge cost in half….however, I 

got the news that the test failed and will need to be 

redone. 

Please friends if you can donate anything, no matter 

how big or small to help send my Juggy to the UK, I 

would be grateful to you all. I can’t leave him as I 

have made some positive progress and can’t give up 

on him, that would be truly awful. 

I would not ask if I was not in such a pickle, why have I 

not been going out??? Now you know ;) 

Big hugs and kisses xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

If you can help, please let me know. 

Mandy Kaur 

 

 

Please 

help! 
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Hua Hua 

 

 
Xiao Huang 

 

 
Pan Pan 

 

 
Harley 

 

 
ZhuaZhua 

 

 
Linda 

 

 
Xiao Hao 

New rescues in the spotlight – click on my name to  find out my story 

 

 
Whitey 

JAR’s guideline  

for a lost pet 

JAR has issued an 

emergency guideline for 

a lost pet. To see, save 

or print it please 

click here. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Note: Monster Cat stars in a webcomic. You can 

find him on Facebook and Twitter. 

He fights for Truth, Justice and Milk! 

Source: Miscellany of a Cheshire Cat 

 

 

http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/9938903
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9592303
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9592343#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/9953573#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/9939003
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9592393#image
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312351/9592313
http://jargroup.doodlekit.com/gallery/image/312361/10081613
http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bulletin-2-jars-guideline-for-a-lost-pet.pdf
http://jarshanghai.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/bulletin-2-jars-guideline-for-a-lost-pet.pdf
http://www.digital-tree.com/chronicles-of-monster-cat
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1. April 

6. May3. June1. July 

5. August2. September7.October 

4. November2.December 

2. December 2012 

 

1. April 2012 

6. May 2012 

 

8. April 

13. May 10. June 8. July 12. August  

9. September 14. October 11. November  

9. December 

 

@ The 

Cool 

Docks 

@ Papa’s 

Bierstube 

Headed For The Butcher, Chinese Dogs Are 

Rescued 
by Frank Langfitt, March 29, 2012, npr.org 

 
A volunteer feeds one of the dogs rescued from slaughter last 

December in a stand-off between animal rights activists and dog-

meat sellers in central China. Such rescues have been taking 

place with some regularity in China. 

 

To say that people in China eat dogs is something of 

a stereotype. Sure, some still do, but these days, more 

and more Chinese are buying dogs as pets and 

treating them like beloved family members. 

In the last year, that growing affection has taken a 

radical turn. Activists have begun stopping trucks 

along the highway carrying dogs to slaughter and 

then negotiating their release. 

A Last-Minute Rescue 

A recent case occurred in December in Eastern 

China's Jiangsu Province. Dai Huajing was driving 

along a road and saw a truck filled with dogs 

packed into cages like fur coats. The truck driver was 

negotiating a price with butchers at a roadside 

market. 

"The dogs' mouths and legs were tightly tied up and 

the cages were very, very small," Dai recalls. "They 

couldn't move." 

Dai grabbed her cellphone and began calling fellow 

animal lovers. The news ricocheted around Sina 

Weibo, China's most popular, Twitter-like microblog. 

Within several hours, about 150 activists had 

surrounded the flatbed truck, demanding the 

animals' release. As negotiations dragged into the 

night, they used baby bottles to feed the dogs water 

and petted them through the rusting, wire-mesh. 

"We're going home, don't be afraid," said Gao Jin, 

one of the protesters, as she tried to comfort a sad-

looking mutt. Eventually, the activists pooled nearly 

$8,000 and bought the dogs' freedom. 

Dai said her decision to confront the dog-meat sellers 

was instinctive. "I think it was a very natural thing to 

do," she says. "A truckload of dogs would be sent to 

be butchered. So, the first thing I had to do was to 

stop it." 

Multiple Rescues In The Past Year 

Over the past year, animal lovers have stopped eight 

other dog-meat sellers along China's roadways and 

rescued an estimated 2,000 dogs. 

Dog meat is legal here, but a growing number of 

Chinese want to ban it. 

It's part of a shift in attitudes toward animals in China 

driven by rising incomes, urbanization and increased 

pet ownership. To appreciate the changes, consider 

the scores of students and volunteers who travel 

every other week to the shelter where the dogs Dai 

helped rescue now live. 

On a recent Sunday morning, a mostly young crowd 

piled into a pair of buses for a 90-minute ride from the 

Chinese city of Nanjing to the shelter in the 

countryside. For the whole article, click here 

http://www.npr.org/2012/03/29/149617086/headed-for-the-butcher-chinese-dogs-are-rescued


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please remember that pet ownership takes time, money, commitment and patience - owning a pet is likely to change your life completely. 
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OUR CHALLENGE 

Every year thousands of animals are abandoned in China. Just like in many other developing 

countries, this situation requires the attention and effort of several parties: government 

agencies, NGOs, NPOs and more importantly: YOU! 

Imagine how different this situation could be if more people were willing to open their homes 

to an abandoned pet, if more animals were vaccinated, neutered and spayed, if more 

people made donations, if more people were foster parents, if education on ethical 

treatment of animals could reach everybody … 

We at JAR have a great task ahead of us, but we cannot do it alone … WE NEED YOUR 
HELP!!! 
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